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1- Sara was depressed because most of her friends ..................... to her birthday party couldn’t come. 
1) that invited 2) were invited 3) who had invited 4) that were invited 
 

2- If your little brother read the book in two days, what ..................... you do? 
1) will 2) would 3) do 4) did 
 

3- Let’s get out of here ..................... we’ll get into trouble, .....................? 
1) or – won’t we 2) so – won’t we 3) and – will we  4) but – shall we 
 

4- The children that ..................... in such poor families ..................... to commit a crime.  
1) were brought up – could expect 2) were brought up – could be expected 
3) were grown up – could expect 4) were grown up – could be expected 
 

5- Mr Zakeri had a vital role in the success of the company. In fact, he was a valuable ..................... to his boss.  
1) recommendation 2) replacement 3) treasure 4) wisdom 
 

6- That ..................... question was so incomprehensible that the teacher had to delete it from our exam.  
1) unchangeable 2) essential 3) purposeful 4) complicated 
 

7- The manufacturers of the car ..................... that it uses up to 50% less fuel than other similar cars.  
1) expand 2) support 3) claim 4) design 
 

8- All the foreigners working illegally in Japan were arrested and deported back to their country of ..................... .  
1) origin 2) speech 3) issue 4) entry 
 

9- Low voltage lights are widely available and simple to ..................... with no worries about safety.  
1) elicit 2) install 3) confirm 4) connect 
 

10- At his news conference, he said he would consider legal and ..................... issues before deciding what to do with 
the money.  
1) ordinary 2) ethical 3) willing 4) deserved 
 

11- When two or more elements combine and form a ....................., a chemical change takes place.  
1) signal 2) solution 3) process 4) compound 
 

12- I found a diary my father ..................... for thirty years.  
1) spared 2) cared 3) kept 4) held 
 

Part B: Cloze Test 
Newton’s greatest …(13)… was a matter of chance. One day he …(14)… that when apples fell off trees they 
went down towards the earth at a speed which …(15)… with the distance they covered in reaching to the 
ground. From this, he found that there was some pulling force in the earth …(16)…the apples down. He applied 
the same …(17)… to the movement of stars and planets in the solar system. 
 

13- 1) technique 2) discovery 3) advance 4) challenge 
14- 1) observed 2) claimed 3) supposed 4) inspired 
15- 1) magnified 2) compiled 3) differed 4) carried 
16- 1) which pulled 2) that it pulled 3) it pulled 4) pulled 
17- 1) dedication 2) foundation 3) generation 4) principle 

Part C: Reading Comprehension 
Passage 1: 

The modern sailing ship was developed by a man who never went to sea. He was Prince Henry of Portugal, the 

younger son of the Portuguese king and an English princess. 

Prince Henry lived in the fifteenth century. As a boy he became devoted to the sea, and he dedicated himself to 

improving the design of ships and the methods of sailing them. In 1416, when he was twenty-two, Henry 

founded a school for mariners, to which he invited everyone who could help him-Jewish astronomers, Italian 

and Spanish sailors, and Arab mathematicians and map makers who knew how to use the crude compass of the 

day and could improve it.  

Henry’s goal was to design and equip vessels that would be capable of making long ocean voyages without 

having to hug the shore. The caravel carried more sail and was longer and slimmer than any ship then made, 

yet was tough enough to withstand strong winds at sea. He also developed the carrack, which was a slower ship, 

but one that was capable of carrying more cargo.  

To Prince Henry the world owes credit for development of craft that made oceanic exploration possible. He 

lives in history as Henry the Navigator. 

 

18- Henry the Navigator was a member of the royal family of ..................... . 

1) England 2) Spain 3) Portugal 4) Italy 

 

19- Prince Henry started his school for the purpose of ..................... . 

1) helping mariners 

2) improving his skill as a sailor 



3) studying astronomy and mathematics  

4) improving ship design and sailing methods 

 

20- The word ‘withstand’ (line 10) is closest in meaning to ..................... . 

1) suffer 2) resist 3) shake 4) maintain 

 

21- In comparison with caravel, Henry’s carrack was ..................... . 

1) faster and shorter  2) longer and slimmer 

3) able to carry more goods 4) able to withstand winds 

 

Passage 2: 

When I injured my back I had to take a break from my running career. I decided to introduce more women to 

the sport, to show them how much fun it can be and to give them the confidence to get out and run.  

I decided to start a running club for women in my area because I was annoyed by the attitude of many race 

organizers. They complain about the lack of women in the sport but also use this as an excuse for not providing 

separate facilities.  

I put up posters and 40 women, young and old, fit and unfit, joined. All of them were attracted by the idea of 

losing weight but I don’t think they had really thought about running before. When or if they did, they had a 

picture of painful training. They didn’t think of chatting and smiling while running in beautiful places, like by 

a river.  

At first they ran for only a minute-now they can run for thirty minutes. They’ve also learned from other 

runners about diet and keeping fit in general.  

I wanted to do something for women’s running and I’ve had so much pleasure watching their progress almost 

as much as they’ve had themselves. 

 

22- The women joined the running club to ..................... .  

1) meet other people  2) become top runners 

3) have a good time  4) lose weight 

 

23- In the writer’s opinion, the runners she trained ..................... . 

1) needed encouraging  2) were too serious  

3) were difficult to train  4) couldn’t develop their skills 

 

24- The word ‘it’(line 2) refers to ..................... . 

1) break 2) sport 3) back 4) career 

 

25- According to the passage, it is NOT true that the women ..................... . 

1) were of different ages  

2) learned about diet later 

3) thought that training would be hard 

4) wanted to take a break from their careers 


